
Intro: 
We suggest that during the presentation there is a diashow with illustration in the 
same style of the animation.  
 
Hello, my name is Fraser and I would like to explain the concept of my new game show: 
Banknote Bingo! In the animation you’ve probably heard it say ‘change the value of your 
money’. Not only is it a fun game show to watch, everyone has a chance to win a huge cash 
prize with a banknote in their wallet. 
 
So how does the mechanism work? In Banknote Bingo, there will be five contestants. (show 
dia slide of 5 illustrated contestants) They will battle it out in four rounds, and each round 
contains nine questions. At the end of every round the highest score, (numbers 5, 4, 5, 7, 6 
pop up above the contestants) the person with the most correct answers, is selected. 
(circle the 7) This score, number of correct answers, will determine a four digit number. 
(draw €???7) Therefore four rounds. The person with the lowest score will be eliminated. 
(cross the figure with the lowest score) So each round we see one person leaving the 
stage and a new number added. After four rounds we have a four digit number and one 
person left. That person goes to the final round. The four digit number stands for the amount 
of money he or she can win. (show dia with below the ‘€???7’ €3667) In this case let’s say 
this person wins and the four digit number is €3667. 
 
(The next slide shows five small containers in between the four digits) One of these 
containers contains a decimal. The finalist is asked to pick a container and open it. The 
person picks for example the fourth one. (an arrow is shown to the fourth container) If it 
contains the ‘decimal point’, (draw a decimal in the container) he or she wins that amount 
of money. Which in this case €366,70. If the container is empty, he or she is made an offer to 
stop. If the person takes that offer, the game is over. The person can also continue with 
opening another container. 
 
At home, everybody is watching the show with a banknote in their hands. And why is that? 
The four digit number that is generated in the show plays a big role in that. (again show 
number 3667) At the end of the show, the host will press a buzzer that puts the four digits in 
a random order. For example 6673. (numbers on the slide rearrange to 6673) Now every 
banknote has it’s own unique number. (next dia with a banknote where the serial code is 
highlighted) If any part of that number matches the four digit number that is generated in the 
show, you win that cash pot. This time without decimals! If for example your 20 euro 
banknote code contains these four numbers, (draw an arrow to the 6637) the value of your 
20 euro banknote just rose to € 6637,-! 
 
Banknote Bingo can be played with a four, five or six digit code. It depends on the budget 
and timeslot of the Broadcaster, all other elements stay the same. Production can control 
payout by the difficulty of the questions and the offers they make. So that is Banknote Bingo, 
thank you for your attention! 
 


